


Love, Itʼs complicated! Or is it? 
Two Girls One Mike separates fact from fiction when it 
comes to all things dating, love, and marriage. Our savvy 

hosts are on a mission to find out why something so 
widely desired has become so convoluted. Each	episode	we	
explore	1	subject	about		love	through	a	series	of	sketch	scenes.	

We live in the information age that values 
transparency. Our show is shot stylistically like tru

TV's "Adam Ruins Everything" with the inspirational 
voice, research, and realistic delivery of 

Showtime's "Pen & Teller: Bullshit." Both are 
comedic infotainment shows that kick ass by 

keeping it real.



Beth Hagendorf actor, host, TV producer. Beth is 
known for her cute curious candor, gift of gab, and 

avant-garde quirkiness. She has 675,000+ online fans 
and her prior work includes Discovery’s TV series "Fire in 
the Hole” and hosting Velocity’s TV Series "Drifting with 

The All Stars.” Though an unorthodox tomboy Beth is your 
classic kind Texas girl and currently lives in Los Angeles.

It's old school meets new school to 
get schooled! We hide the 
medicine in the ice cream with our 
comedic twists and sexy hosts.

SINGLE

TO BE CAST

Mike - Male, 30’s, handsome, honest 
vulnerability, men take advice from 

him, ladies adore him, he’s a bit of a 
bro and an idiot, always has an inner 
dialogue going, does not self sensor, 

and is an excellent improviser

Naomi Priestley host, lifestyle, beauty, and fitness 
expert. Naomi’s polished poise is alluring. Her British 

accent hides her bluntness and shows off her 
uninhibited zest for life! Naomi hosts on “Hollywood 

Today Live,” the HSN, and hosted 50 episodes of the 
“Shoot the Shit Show” on YouTube. Naomi moved to the 
U.S. after falling in love with her husband Jason Priestley, 

they reside in Los Angeles with their 2 kids. MARRIED



Sketch scenes will be performed by 
the show hosts, actors, experts, and 

everyday folks. We search and 
analyze the social mores, customs and 

conversations all around the world 
and our cast of actors will reflect that. 

“Who are all 
these people?”

“Sweet.”

“Cheerio.”

“Our team silly. We 
can’t do this on 

our own.”



4 Acts in a half hour format:
1. Society - The World We Live In
2. World History - Global Time Machine
3. Demographics - Who We Are
4. Reality - Truth and Action

1 SOCIETY - Introduces the episodes subject. How do we Americans 
feel about the subject? How common is it? Where is it found? What 
is the main conflict? 

2 WORLD HISTORY – Learn where and when the subject derives 
from. Is it the same back then as today? Where outside of the 
United States does this subject take an interesting twist or turn? 
What can we learn from that and why is that culture different?

3 DEMOGRAPHICS – Who does the subject affect? What age, 
gender, ethnicity, and economic, status are they? From Sociology 
to Psychology, we know who is affected, so now we learn why.

4 REALITY – We give viewers truth and call them to action. 
Encouraging viewers to evaluate their feelings, engage and 
empower themselves in the right decisions, discussions, and healthy 
lifestyles. 



21) IS SEX UNIVERSALLY THE 
SAME

22) KISSING

23) FIRST DATES

24) TYPES

25) MASTERBATION

26) FALLING IN LOVE

27) LOVE LAWS

28) MEN TELL ALL

29) WOMEN TELL ALL

30) COST$ OF DATING

31) DATING W/ 
TECHNOLOGY

32) DATING GAMES WE PLAY

33) PICK UPS

34) REGRETS

35) MARRIAGE

36) MONEY

37) WORSTS & BESTS

38) UNDERSEXED 

39) POLITICS & RELIGION

40) ATTRACTION

1) MONOGAMY

2) STATUSES, DEFINE THE 
RELATIONSHIP

3) LONG DISTANCE 
RELATIONSHIPS

4) IT’S COMPLICATED

5) STAGES & PHASES

6) BAGGAGE

7) INTENTIONS & EXPECTATIONS

8) EX'S & SECOND CHANCES

9) LONGEVITY

10) AT WHAT AGE  DO WE…

11) SEXUAL PRIME

12) TEXTING - COMMUNICATION

13) COMMUNICATION BEFORE 
TECHNOLOGY

14) PLEASURE 

15) ASTROLOGY

16) BENCHMARKS

17) HISTORY OF MARRIAGE

18) SEX AN ANIMAL INSTINCT

19) DO WE WANT KIDS?

20) AWKWARD

41) TIMING, HOW IMPORTANT IS IT 

42) DIVORCE

43) TABOOS & FETISHES

44) THE BREAKUP

45) MIXED MESSAGES

46) SO HO DID YOU MEET 

47) DATING W/ KIDS

48) HOMOSEXUALITY

49) VALENTINES

50) HOLLYWOODS FOOTPRINT

51) ARRANGED MARRIAGE

52) PORN

53) MUSIC

54) DISHONESTY

55) WIDOWS

56) DESIRES

57) THE FIVE LOVE LANGUAGES

58) FAMILY SIZE

59) COUPLES

60) CITIES

61) LETTING GO OF THE RELATIONSHIP

62) INFIDELITY 

Dating, 
love, sex, 
and 
marriage 
opens up a 
platform to 
go in 
boundless 
directions.

Beth found by analyzing enough data real 
lessons and understanding can
be applied to our love lives.
When it comes to love 
there isn't a 
viewpoint 2G1M 
would forget to
explore!

Sociology



Contact:
Beth Hagendorf 

Executive Producer
512-963-2384
Beth@beth.tv

Whether you are quietly curious, 
lucky in love, or single to mingle, 
join us on “Two Girls One Mike.”



But if you want to see what an
Example Episode looks like keep
on truckin.’ But it’s more of a 2nd

date type conversation ya know!



Act 1 begins with a cold open sketch. At the office water cooler Mindy walks in with a devilish 
grin and boast, “Affair number three!” John turns around, “just three? Those are some rookie 
numbers. I’m atleast at twoaffairs a week. One after Taco Tuesday or Wednesdays group 
meditation, but for sure after Friday’s after happy hour!” Mindy sarcastically, “What do you 
do on the weekends.” Sam chimes in “Well he’s gotta be with his wife sometimes.” The bros 
high five and John says, “Every since I joined AshleyMadison.com my life has changed.” Beth 
and Naomi walk in empty coffee mugs in hand and ask, “Geez are you guys counting your 
affairs again?”

Animated show intro plays. 

Sketch continues with Naomi and Beth filling their coffee mugs telling the viewer that more 
than 40 million people are members of AshleyMadison.com, a website for affairs. The girls 
begin to walk through the office subtly interacting with the environment and delivering facts 
to camera about infidelity in America today. Such as 30 – 60% of Americans will engage in 
infidelity and 3% of our children might be the milk mans kid. How infidelity is more common for 
people under 30 now. Woman entering the work force and the internet has affairs on the rise. 
Are our moral values changing? Beth and Naomi walk past a dark conference room with a 
couple making out in it. Then they catch an employee, Zack, watching a Game of Thrones 
type show on his iPad. Camera zooms into iPad. 



A King gives his decree from the palace, “Anyone ever caught sleeping, 
texting, tweeting, snap chatting, pigeon carrier message delivery, or making 
eyes with my Queen will be beheaded.” King sees someone eyeing his wife, 
“You off with his head.” The camera pans over to serfs in the court. The man 
has been taken away. Beth, in the crowd of serfs, interrupts and begins giving 
factual information about the rich history of infidelity amongst Kings and 
Queens.

Naomi pops in, “Lets not get side tracked but… the royals are not the only 
people that are unfaithful.” Visual of scene now has girls standing on train 
station platform with famous people impersonators who have had affairs 
walking by and out loud justifying their marital affairs to themselves. The hosts 
concurrently deliver facts of their famous affairs and why people in positions of 
power are 30% more likely to cheat. 

From the platform the host board a European train to 
modern times. The European riders share their reasons why 
they cheat. Naomi grows irritated with her native Brits and 
says “Well at least we aren’t Thailand! Young Thai 
girlfriends are a status symbol for married men in Thailand 
and six out of ten Thai women also cheat.” The host go 
over the historic roots of polygamy and the sex work 
industry in Thailand.  Viewers find out that a high sex drive 
can cause a person to be more likely to cheat but it also 
depends on a person’s moral compass and other factors. 
And YES, certain cultures do have higher sex drives! We 
discuss the social, psychological, and biological factors 
that contribute to a high sex drive. Host ask a thought 
provoking question, “Is infidelity more common today or 
are we just being more honest about it?”

We now hear someone calling Zack to get his butt into 
the conference room. Camera zooms out of scene from 
Zack’s iPad to Zack going into the conference room.



Zack walks in and Mike is reviewing the latest statistics of who and when we cheat. 
“You are more likely to cheat at the age of 39 than any other age, in fact you are 

more likely to cheat in the last year of a decade. We already know that rich men or 
people in power cheat. But so do some poor women in hopes of moving up the 
genetic or financial ladder for the presumed benefit of their children.” Women 

gasp. Before Mike can offend all the women in the office Beth chimes in, “Lets get 
away from the demographics a bit and look at the common characteristics of a 

cheater.” Beth reviews the list and at the end brings up repeat offenders. 

”To better understand the repeat offenders we have a video for you guys to 
watch.” An animation begins on the projection screen. It’s President Coolidge and 
his wife, they were visiting a farm one day, Mrs. Coolidge noted how a rooster was 
able to perform all day, and Mr. Coolidge noted that it was not with the same hen. 
Naomi begins, “the animation is illustrating “The Coolidge Effect,” people who have 

multiple affairs are often addicted to the novelty and excitement which infidelity 
can provide.” Zack chimes in, “I disagree. Not all men see women as hens! Once a 

cheater always a cheater is not true. An affair can be situational.” 

Naomi, “I agree. That’s why I host a game show called, “The Many Types of Affairs!” 
Naomi snaps her fingers now on a game set. Naomi’s reads cue card, “In this type 
of affair the person believes they are no longer in love with their spouse and their 
emotional needs are not being met. The affair is usually a long-term romance in 

which they feel they are in love and talk about a new life together.” Will rings bell 
and answers, “Yes Naomi that is what’s known as The Exit Strategy – I’m Deeply 

Unhappy with My Marriage – Affair.” Naomi, ”You are correct Will!” After the types 
of infidelity are further dealt we return back to the conference room. 



Fire alarm rings, everyone begins to exit the conference room. Not too concerned the hosts slowly begin to exit the building, speaking to 
camera, “Should you be concerned about infidelity?” Employee says, “You guys should be concerned about the fire!” The hosts 
continue, “You can avoid situations that lead to infidelity like being dependent or too close to someone other than your spouse or 
spending time with someone that is sexually interested in you.” Meanwhile the employees walking into frame are justifying these 
situations. “We are just friends.” “Yea totally just friends.” Hosts continue, “also choosing to be distant from your spouse or involving 
alcohol or drugs that may bring out the worst in ourselves.” 

Now outside, the exit door opens, hosts continue, “Our society defines infidelity as wrong and we condemn that behavior yet half of us 
still find ourselves in these situations. Be proactive, determine how you and your partner feel about infidelity. Just by having the mere 
discussion can bring you closer together.” Camera pans to a couple at a picnic table holding hands across the table. “Honey I think 
sleeping with others is wrong and can cause more long term pain than the temporary good.” ”Oh darling, me too!” The couple kisses.

Camera is back on hosts standing in the line of employees that have been evacuated from the office building while hot fireman walk 
by and distract Beth. Tired of waiting in line Mike says, “F- it. Let’s go get lunch.”  The hosts walk to Beth’s car and deliver an upbeat 
closing.

“We now live in an age where society, media, and our culture have created an image of romance and love that is nearly impossible to 
achieve. Our close, romantic relationships are supposed to be perfect, full of passion, intimacy, and unconditional love. As a result, the 
idealization of intimacy has left people feeling alienated, inadequate, and incomplete. We should begin living truthfully, accepting 
things may not always have a fairy tale ending. We as human beings are resilient. We can handle our partner feeling attracted to 
someone else, and we can handle telling him or her when we feel insecure, afraid, or even furious. We can handle pretty much 
anything, as long as we are willing to live in reality and face the truths that exist. Honesty in relationships makes us feel secure, because 
we know where we stand. When we are honest with ourselves and our partner, we can experience the joy and excitement of living in a 
real relationship, in which we are being chosen for exactly who we are. Evaluate your life and relationships. Empower and engage 
yourself in the right discussions, decisions, and lifestyle that you deserve.” Mike to himself, “Wow this show really does have heart.”

Camera zooms out revealing TV screen in a bedroom. 2G1M ends on screen and an AshleyMadison.com commercial begins. Camera 
turns revealing a sleeping man in bed next to him is a woman watching the commercial, she reveals a devilish grin. 


